MANIFESTO

I, Rageshwari Marolikar (15B030010), am contesting for the post of Mess Councilor. If elected I propose to do the following

Initiatives:

- Implement ZERO WASTAGE DAY twice a month to motivate less food wastage
- Ensure transparency of mess bills for clarity of money transactions
- Provision of substitute stalls like KFC, Dominos during Pest control and other mess holidays at subsidized prices for hostelites
- Ensure proper milk quality by regular checking through Lactometer
- Provide necessary facilities for mess workers for efficient working

Basic Responsibilities:

- Maintain good quality of food and ensure all packaged foods are bought from established brands and special check on the quality of milk served
- Ensure maintenance of hygiene, in terms of cleaning of utensils, dining area, serving counters as well as personal hygiene of mess workers
- Conduct offline as well as online referendum once a semester to decide mess menu items and put the results on the mess notice board
- Prepare a well-balanced diet covering all different types of cuisines and seasonal fruits
- To work on every suggestion and complaint regarding mess as well as of canteen and inform everyone about the decision taken by the council through complaint register
- Updation of mess bills, monthly on the notice board providing online transparency
- Ensure systematic preparation of Jain food and maintaining a database of the number of Jain students for proper estimation
- Strict check on separate preparation of Veg and Non-Veg food
- Ensure maintenance of mess equipment’s as per the Annual Maintenance contract
- Conduct Pest control of mess and canteen periodically
- Organize meetings with mess contractor and warden every month
- Ensure canteen works on proper rules and regulation according to contract and policy

Other Duties:

- Conduct Tea party and Gala dinner once in a semester
- Organize special dinner during festivals with sweets or special dishes
- Provide participants with refreshments during practice hours of cultural events like Gyrations, Goonj, PAF and MDGC
- Organize Gratitude function for the mess workers to motivate them
Duties as a Council Member:

- Ensure proper work allotment and coordination between the Mess Secretaries by regular meetings and gathering updates
- Coordination with council to organize the hostel events like Gyrations, Goonj, PAF, MDGC VALFI and hostel fest
- Attend meetings of Mess Committee and raise the hostel issues for betterment of the hostel

Credential:

- Junior dance In-charge in PAF’17 (2017)
- Coordinator : MOOD INDIGO ’16 (2016)
- 1st in Gyrations (2016)
- 2nd in SDL (2016)